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Excellence exemplar for 91381, 2015 Total score: 24 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 8 

In part (b) this candidate, one of few, managed to show the correct application 
of Average Rate of Return and Payback Period theory. They were able to fully 
explain the positive benefits to Weka TV in the context of the case study – that 
is, improving short-term profitability was important and Option 1 with 12% pa is 
the best for this. They showed understanding that payback period was about 
cash flows and Option 2 was best for this, as it will allow other investment 
opportunities in a fast-moving technology sector. The conclusion chooses 
Option 2 and justifies it with new information by discussing what Weka TV will 
gain from Star TV in a takeover, as well as contrasting with Option 1 in terms 
of market flexibility. 

2 8 

In part (b) two reasonable solutions are identified that address the case study 
problems. The candidate has then aligned these solutions to the causes and 
effects they have discussed in part (a) and used appropriate business terms 
such as accountability and productivity. Positive effects are fully explained by 
looking at the impact each will have on Weka TV’s outsourcing issue. The 
conclusion compares and contrasts the two solutions in solving the case study 
outsourcing issue, and introduces new information for solution 2 in terms of 
being able to be updated from anywhere in the world – not just India. 

3 8 

In part (b) the candidate, as with most high-level answers, is able to provide 
the obvious positive effect for the Wiri warehouse. They extend this beyond 
the necessary answer by discussing premium pricing. Unlike the responses 
from the majority of candidates, the Sylvia Park solution’s positive effect is well 
explained in relation to the storage space allowing for a greater amount of 
stock to be delivered at once, utilising economies of scale. Again, the use of 
business terminology in context is key in accessing the Excellence grade. The 
conclusion introduces industrial inertia and the new information of having to 
wait six months if Option 1 is chosen. 
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